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4 VCAPCD’s Rule 74.9 references California ARB
Method 100, which has been cited for certain
deficiencies by the Emissions Measurement Branch.
The California ARB has committed to correcting
these deficiencies, and final approval of Rule 74.9
is contingent on these corrections.

15 ppmv for units greater than 10 MW
not using SCR. The corresponding
emission limits for oil-fired units are 65
ppmv, 65 ppmv, 25 ppmv, and 42
ppmv, respectively. PCAPCD’s Rule 250
incorporates the BARCT limits for gas
turbines and is consistent with all of the
guidance’s other requirements. The rule
contains adequate recordkeeping
requirements, and the appropriate test
methods for compliance determinations
are referenced. The exemptions
provided in the rule are consistent with
EPA guidelines. The rule requires final
compliance by May 31, 1995. A more
detailed discussion of the sources
controlled, the controls required, and
the justification for why these controls
represent RACT can be found in the
Technical Support Document (TSD) for
Rule 250, dated November 28, 1994.

The NOX limits suggested by the
California Air Resources Board (ARB) as
RACT for IC engines rated at 50 brake
horsepower or more are 50 ppmv (90%
reduction) for rich-burn engines, 125
ppmv (80% reduction) for lean-burn
engines, and 610 ppmv for diesel
engines. These limits were
recommended using information
regarding average, actual, uncontrolled
levels and previous regulatory control in
Ventura County, the South Coast Basin,
and Santa Barbara County. EPA agrees
that these limits are consistent with the
Agency’s guidance and policy for
making RACT determinations in terms
of general cost-effectiveness, emission
reductions, and environmental impacts.

VCAPCD’s Rule 74.9 has already been
incorporated into the SIP and its RACT
limits are consistent with those
recommended by the California ARB.
However, this most recent submittal
includes the following significant
changes from the current SIP:

1. The provisions of the rule now
apply to IC engines rated at 50 hp and
above, operating on any gaseous fuel,
including liquid petroleum gas (LPG) or
diesel fuel.

2. The NOX emission standards for
rich-burn engines and lean-burn engines
have been reduced to 25 ppmv and 45
ppmv, respectively. Rich-burn engines
and lean-burn engines that operate on
waste gas are no longer exempt from the
rule and must comply with the rule’s
old emission limits of 50 ppmv and 125
ppmv, respectively. An 80 ppmv
standard for diesel engines and
emission limits for CO and VOCs have
also been added to the rule.

3. The rule prohibits the discharge of
ammonia in excess of 20 ppmv from any
emission control device.

4. The provisions allowing groups of
operators to combine their engines and

resources and be considered a single
operator have been deleted.

5. The provisions allowing the results
from NOX control demonstration
projects on lean-burn engines in other
counties, to be used by sources in the
VCAPCD to satisfy the requirements of
the rule, have been deleted.

6. The Cost-Effectiveness Certification
provision has been deleted since it is no
longer necessary.

7. The rule now requires annual
reports of fuel usage, source test results,
and other operational data about each
engine before permit renewal.

8. The Special Circumstances
provisions that allow variances from the
rule have been deleted. EPA Method 20
with the District’s modifications is no
longer used for compliance
determinations.

9. The rule’s definitions and
exemptions have been updated.

The California ARB is in the process
of adopting the more stringent emission
standards of Rule 74.9 as BARCT for IC
engines. A more detailed discussion of
the sources controlled, the controls
required, and the justification for why
these controls represent RACT can be
found in the Technical Support
Document (TSD) for Rule 74.9, dated
December 5, 1994.

EPA has evaluated the submitted
rules and has determined that they are
consistent with the CAA, EPA
regulations and EPA policy. Therefore,
PCAPCD’s Rule 250, ‘‘Stationary Gas
Turbines,’’ and VCAPCD Rule 74.9,
‘‘Stationary Internal Combustion
Engines,’’ are being proposed for
approval under section 110(k)(3) of the
CAA as meeting the requirements of
section 110(a), section 182(b)(2), section
182(f) and the NOX Supplement to the
General Preamble.

Nothing in this action should be
construed as permitting or allowing or
establishing a precedent for any future
request for revision to any state
implementation plan. Each request for
revision to the state implementation
plan shall be considered separately in
light of specific technical, economic and
environmental factors and in relation to
relevant statutory and regulatory
requirements.4

Regulatory Flexibility
Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act,

5 U.S.C. 600 et seq., EPA must prepare
a regulatory flexibility analysis
assessing the impact of any proposed or

final rule on small entities. 5 U.S.C 603
and 604. Alternatively, EPA may certify
that the rule will not have a significant
economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities. Small entities
include small businesses, small not-for-
profit enterprises, and government
entities with jurisdiction over
populations of less than 50,000.

SIP approvals under section 110 and
subchapter I, Part D of the CAA do not
create any new requirements, but
simply approve requirements that the
State is already imposing. Therefore,
because the Federal SIP-approval does
not impose any new requirements, I
certify that it does not have a significant
impact on affected small entities.
Moreover, due to the nature of the
Federal-state relationship under the
CAA, preparation of a regulatory
flexibility analysis would constitute
Federal inquiry into the economic
reasonableness of state action. The CAA
forbids EPA to base its actions
concerning SIPs on such grounds.
Union Electric Co. v. U.S. E.P.A., 427
U.S. 246, 256–66 (S.Ct. 1976); 42 U.S.C.
7410(a)(2).

The OMB has exempted this
regulatory action from review under
Executive Order 12866.

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 52

Environmental protection, Air
pollution control, Hydrocarbons,
Intergovernmental relations, Ozone,
Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements, Volatile organic
compound.

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401–7671q.
Dated: April 12, 1995.

Felicia Marcus,
Regional Administrator.
[FR Doc. 95–10059 Filed 4–21–95; 8:45 am]
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SUMMARY: In response to a September
1993 contract for settlement of a lawsuit
filed by the Natural Resources Defense
Council, National Wildlife Federation,
California Natural Resources Federation,


